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Abstract 

 

A good learning environment brings many benefits to students’ personal development, 

performance and learning atmosphere (º[Î/�����2012; Hanrahan, 1998; Susanti et 

al., 2020). Although schools in Hong Kong always showcase students’ artworks, they have 

suffered from the traditional method of showcasing. According to the learning environment 

and the showcasing of digital arts at schools for visual arts subjects in Hong Kong, limited 

relevant research is found. After visiting a school that showcased students’ works in the form 

of digital arts, the researcher was fascinated to explore the purpose and factors of the school 

showcasing student digital arts in the school public space. 

 

This case study used qualitative research for investigating the teachers’ perspectives 

and methods of showcasing students’ digital arts at school. As the school is the research 

subject, semi-structured interviews were designed for two visual arts teachers at this school. 

Referring to the result of findings, the purposes of the showcasing are mainly for 

enhancing students’ arts learning and creating a better learning environment. With the 

support from schools and colleagues, teachers achieved a great success in it. The research 

identified that teachers perform a significant role in organizing the showcasing. Teachers 

need to be a proactive, passionate, responsive life-long learner. Although the school in this 

case study faced many difficulties in implementation, they had a remarkable achievement 
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in showcasing students’ digital arts at school. By providing a successful reference, the 

researcher hopes that it could encourage visual arts teachers to make changes in the 

traditional showcase, moreover, create a digital arts learning environment and cyber 

atmosphere for the school. It is of paramount importance to enhance students’ learning 

motivation for arts and encourage active participation in creative activities. 

 

 

Keywords: School Showcasing, Digital Arts and School Public Space  
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

 

1.1 Background 

Learning environments are important in helping students learn effectively. Susanti et 

al., (2020) stated that students learning in a high-quality environment would have a good 

attitude toward learning and produce a positive atmosphere. A good learning environment 

brings many benefits to students’ personal development, performance and learning 

atmosphere (º[Î/�����2012; Hanrahan, 1998; Susanti et al., 2020). Table 1-1 

below shows that all three studies indicate that a conducive learning environment brings 

many benefits, such as students’ learning motivation being highly increased if the learning 

environment is well-developed. Due to a good learning environment, students’ cognitive 

and learning autonomy are also developed and can learn actively. The researcher visited a 

primary school and saw many large-scale students’ works and digital arts on display, which 

attracted the attention of the researcher. The researcher is interested in exploring why 

teachers display student work in this way, especially in large-scale digital art forms. 
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Table 1-1 Benefits of Conducive Learning Environment 

  Hanrahan (1998) �	��

��(2012) 

Susanti et al., 

(2020) 

Personal Development Leadership attitudes   ü 

Self-regulation ü   

Cognitive engagement ü ü  

Time management   ü  

Personal Performance Improve learning outcomes  ü ü 

Learning autonomy ü  ü 

Active participation ü  ü 

Increase motivation ü ü ü 

Learning Atmosphere Arouse attractiveness   ü 

Positive atmosphere  ü ü 

Interaction with teachers  ü  

(Hanrahan, 1998; �������2012; Susanti, Damris, Maison, & Tanti, 2020) 

 

With a new generation, the trend of art at the moment is more digital and electronic. 

Popper (2007) found that contemporary virtual art is refined for the digital arts of the late 

twentieth century. Nowadays, art galleries and museums are not only exhibiting traditional 

paintings, photographs or sculptures. Electronic and digital installations are strongly 

promoted and praised. From my personal experience of visiting a primary school, it 

showcased students’ artwork by digital (see Figure 1-1). Using simple electrical equipment, 

such as computers and projectors, all the students’ artwork can be shown as an animation. 

From my experience of visiting a digital art exhibition in Hong Kong (see Figure 1-2), to 

compare with the method of showcasing, I am interested in the display of digital arts and 

want to know the reason why the school showcases students’ works in the form of digital 

arts.  
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Figure 1-1(a) (b) Site Visit of the Primary School  

 

   

Figure 1-2(a) (b) Personal Experience of Digital Exhibition in Hong Kong  

 

Understanding why and how the school think of using digital arts to showcase 

students’ works in school public spaces and therefore will become the focus of this research. 

 

1.2 Objectives 

½v´/Ko(2018) suggested that the learning environment and supports are 

not enough in Hong Kong visual arts education. Traditional showcasing is usually used for 

visual arts subjects which is displaying the original students’ artworks at school. However, 

since there is a new showcasing method for students’ artwork in a school environment, the 

researcher would like to know and learn the methods of using digital arts for showcasing 
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students’ artwork. In addition, the research results can enable pre-service and in-service 

teachers to master new methods of showcasing students’ works, so as to enhance students’ 

learning motivation and encourage students to actively participate in creative activities. At 

the same time, it can also create a digital arts learning environment and cyber atmosphere 

for the school. 

 

Since there is less relevant research on the learning environment and the showcasing 

of digital arts at schools for visual arts subjects in Hong Kong. I hope this study will be a 

reference for pre-service teachers and in-service teachers to understand the importance of 

showcasing and recognize the implementation of showcasing artworks by digital arts in a 

school learning environment. Moreover, by the research, teachers can reflect on themselves 

and make a great effort to cultivate students’ artistic development. It is for encouraging 

visual arts teachers to create an innovative and effective visual learning environment for 

students to learn. 

 

1.3 Research Questions 

The main focus of this study is to investigate why visual arts teachers showcase 

students’ artworks by digital arts in a school environment and how visual arts teachers 

showcase students’ digital arts in school. Moreover, the relationship between the school-
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based curriculum design and the implementation of digital arts showcases for students will 

be discussed.  

 

The research questions are as follows: 

1. Why do visual arts teachers showcase students’ digital artworks in the school 

environment? 

2. How do visual arts teachers design, implement and showcase students’ digital arts? 

What factors and capabilities need to be considered? 

 

1.4 Significance and Contributions 

There are not many studies relevant to the current situation of schools’ learning 

environment and showcasing of visual arts artworks at schools in Hong Kong. The Hong 

Kong Education Bureau (2017) stated that under experiential learning, students explore the 

relationship with the environment of visual arts. It mentioned the environment indirectly.  

 

With the anticipation of enhancing the students learn visual arts, this study can be a 

reference for visual arts teachers to review the school environment and redesign or create 

the showcasing digital arts. Moreover, it can provide basic data for teachers to understand 

the reasons and implement showcasing their artworks at school by digital arts which assists 

teachers to design an innovative and effective school visual environment.  
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Chapter 2 Literature Review 

 

jcë(2001) stated that arts education encourages students to interact with the 

environment and build up their environment perception so that they would learn actively in 

visual arts (as cited in ×� , 2010). There is a strong linkage between arts and 

environment which prompts the use of the school environment for visual arts learning. For 

showcasing students’ artwork at school, the culture of the school would be created. Purkey 

and Smith (1982) found that an effective school is distinguished by its culture, also the 

culture channels students into successful learning (as cited in Frymier and Joekel, 2004). 

Why do schools display students’ works, and what is the purpose and outcome of the display? 

Why do some schools display students’ digital arts, and what are the characteristics of digital 

arts? It will be discussed below.  

 

2.1 The Showcase of Students’ Artworks 

According to Bandura (1997), the "student-led" approaches affected importantly to 

their engagement and performance in learning (as cited in Killeen et al., 2003). Since 

students create their artworks in visual arts lessons, teachers provide an opportunity for 

showcasing students’ artworks in a school environment which enhances learning 

effectiveness. Moreover, for cultivating their self-learning capabilities and self-initiated 

learning attitudes, displays of students’ artworks are needed for peer appreciation and 

criticism (The Hong Kong Education Bureau, 2007). With a close relationship between 
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visual arts learning and showcasing of artworks, students’ works are highly recommended 

for display which brings many benefits. To explore why showcasing is used for learning, 

especially artworks display, the objectives and outcomes of showcasing will be discussed.  

 

2.1.1 The Objectives of Showcasing 

For maximizing the benefits of learning and teaching, teachers are willing to display 

or exhibit students’ artworks in a school environment. Also, students are invited to design 

their showcase themselves for decorating school. D'Acquisto (2006) stated that planning 

an exhibition by students is comprehensive learning for developing their design, 

communication, problem-solving and interpersonal skills. Moreover, Hart (1987) 

suggested by developing a sense of involvement and social responsibility, students can 

participate in designing a space (as cited in Killeen et al., 2003). In the research of Qiu, 

Xiao and Jiang (2020), the experience of organizing an online art exhibition for displaying 

students’ artworks can motivate them to develop their professional skills, such as 

communication skills by cooperation. For the objectives of showcasing students’ artworks, 

besides the beautification of schools, the competence and skills in visual arts of students 

can also be developed greatly. 

 

2.1.2 The Outcome of Showcasing 

According to D'Acquisto (2006)’s research, displaying students’ artwork not only 

benefit students but also assists teachers to teach and develop. As a learner, teachers 
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promote visual arts through the school visual environment, the process of planning and 

guiding enhances teachers’ development such as deepening the understanding of subject 

knowledge and collaboration with teachers. As a result, it becomes the driving force for 

school improvement. Besides teachers, students are the main beneficiary. Moreover, 

Eckhoff (2019) pointed out that displaying students’ work in school is significant for 

shaping the viewers’ understanding of the culture of school and students. Hence, authentic 

showcasing enhances students’ recognition of their sense of belonging and value in school 

public spaces.  

 

Sakr (2017) mentioned that making artworks and displays is supportive for 

developing students’ creativity, ownership and interactions. Some visual arts teachers 

presented with the Award for Teaching Excellence provided exhibitions and showcases of 

students’ artworks at school for arousing students’ interests in visual arts (The Hong Kong 

Education Bureau, 2006; 2016). Regular showcasing encourages students to create and 

foster art appreciation and criticism. 

 

2.2 Digital Arts 

��@(2011) stated that digital arts becomes the new category of art history because 

of the well-developed digital computer technology. As digital arts is starting to be 

developed, Sweeny (2010) stated that artists and art educators offer insight into using a 
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digital design which is for facilitate active learning, critical thinking and creativity. Sakr 

(2017) also mentioned that students are motivated to question and challenge through digital 

arts-making, moreover, the showcasing assists in developing students’ collaborative 

creativity. By using digital arts for showcasing students’ artwork in a school learning 

environment, the display method of digital arts is very significant for increasing students’ 

effectiveness in visual arts learning. 

 

2.2.1 Characteristics of Digital Arts 

j�x/-�µ(2002) mentioned the key concept of digital arts is the creation is 

made through digitization, such as digital images, sound, systems and information. 

Moreover, there would be interactive, variable and reproducible. ßë�(2001) also stated 

that digital art can be divided into two methods. The methods are using digitization during 

creation and traditional art creation but use digitization to be processing (as cited in j�

x and -�µ, 2002). ¶Úã(2004) suggested the interaction between digital arts and 

the audience is important. Furthermore, from the research by ì_r andº��(2005), 

they summarized the definition of digital arts from different scholars which are listed in 

table 2-2. There are some foreign scholars who also definite digital arts. Rani (2018) 

pointed out mass production and digital media are used by creating digital arts. Bautista 

(2013) stated that digital arts is known as new media art, moreover, it showed cooperation 
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between arts and technology. Both scholars indicated digital media is a key component of 

digital arts. 

 

In table 2-2, scholars pointed out that the most important elements of digital arts are 

digitization for creating and interacting with the audience. Only two of them suggested 

innovation, experimental and communication for identifying digital arts. 

 

Table 2-1 The Characteristics of Digital Arts 

 
���

(2000)�

����

(2000)�

����

(2001) 


���

����

(2002)  

���

(2004)�

���

(2004) 


���

���

(2004) 

Bautista 

(2013)�

Rani 

(2018) 

Use digitization 

for create 
ü ü ü ü  ü ü ü ü 

Interaction with 

audience 
ü ü   ü  ü   

Innovation     ü     

Experimental      ü     

Communication    ü      

  (
������, 2002; ������004; �	��������005; Bautista, 2013 and Rani, 2018) 

 

2.2.2 The Showcase of Digital Arts 

Paul (2015) stated that digital arts was established by the end of the century when art 

museums and galleries started to collect and exhibit digital works. At present, lots of artists 

explored digital arts and created numerous artworks with new technology or software. 

However, the showcase of digital arts is diverse, such as using digital images and 3D 

models with digital music. Colson (2007) pointed out digital artists would use powerful 
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software, the Internet and interactive technology for making digital arts. Furthermore, 

Marner (2013) mentioned digital media in art education requires more flexibility to teach, 

moreover, digital media acquired powerful tools for the production, presentation and 

communication of art. Since digital arts need lots of techniques for creation, learners can 

understand the production of digital arts, such as the used resources and the process of 

making. Having a significant difference in presentation between traditional and digital 

artworks provided more opportunities for the audience to communicate and interact.  

 

Emilie (2021) mentioned Digital Art Fair Asia, an exhibition held in Hong Kong in 

2021, that exhibited many digital contemporary arts that inspired a new generation of 

showcasing artworks by technology (see Figure 2-1). The artworks are divided into five 

parts, immersive, prestige, pioneer, new media and virtual reality art experience zone. The 

exhibition showed many digital arts productions. Digital arts is not only presented through 

digital images, it can also be a performance with different digital visual elements, such as 

augmented reality and virtual reality. With digital images and sounds, digital arts become 

more diverse. For Hong Kong, digital arts is going to be developed. Furthermore, Anadol 

(2020) introduced Refik Anadol who is a media artist interested in machine intelligence 

and digital arts. His works showed strong creativity significantly by combining digital and 

architecture. The studio used 42 large-scale laser projectors with 50K visual resolution, 
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and also 1.2M luminance (see Figure 2-2). In conclusion, digital arts can be presented with 

different art elements. Also, professional equipment is needed for showcasing.  

 

   

Figure 2-1 Digital Art Fair Asia    Figure 2-2 Refik Anadol’s digital art 

 

2.3 Conclusion 

To summarize the above discussion, the following research framework is developed 

by the researcher (see Figure 2-3) which helps to analyze the purpose and implementation 

of showcasing students’ digital arts in a school public space. Moreover, it inspired the 

researcher to understand the expectations and factors of using digital arts to showcase 

students’ work in school. 
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Figure 2-3 Research Framework 

 

Responding to the framework, a conducive school visual environment can affect 

students’ learning effectiveness. Since teachers’ objectives and design of showcase is an 

important factors, the research would analyze visual arts teachers’ thoughts and designs of 

showcasing by digital arts, moreover, explore the implementation of showcasing students’ 

visual arts artworks in a school learning environment. Currently, digital arts is created by 

several professional types of equipment, the materials and the making process would also 

be investigated.  
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Chapter 3 Methodology 

 

The study aims at analyzing why visual arts teachers showcase students’ artworks by 

digital arts in a school learning environment and investigating how they implement visual arts 

subjects at school. A qualitative research approach is used to explore teacher views and design 

on showcasing by digital arts and analyze the implementation of showcasing for visual arts. 

Fossey et al., (2002) mentioned qualitative research is for understanding the meaning and 

experience of human actions and social behaviors. Qualitative research is suitable for this 

research which is targeted to explore deeply through the interviews. The reasons and 

implementation for using digital arts to showcase students’ works in school will be greatly 

investigated.  

 

On the other hand, Scholz and Tietje (2002) stated that a case study is about at least 

partially personal observation for understanding the situation or problems of the real-life 

context. Also, single cases could be unique and salient. Crowe et al., (2011) also mentioned an 

in-depth understanding of the issue and it used for explaining and exploring actions that the 

participants occur. Tellis (1997) found that the interviews and observation of case study 

research are insightful for providing perceived inference. Moreover, Yin (2003) stated that the 

rationale of a single case is for representing a unique case. Since the researcher is intrigued by 

the surprising showcasing of a visited primary school, a single case study will be essential for 
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understanding profoundly why and how visual arts teachers use digital arts for showcasing 

students’ works. Based on the traditional method of showcasing artworks, this case study is 

used to uncover a new method and prove its effectiveness. Through the invitation of the school, 

visual arts teachers from a primary school in Hong Kong, a thorough comprehension of research 

questions will be explored.  

 

3.1 Research Method 

Wright (2007) stated that qualitative research is to find out the targeted groups or 

individuals’ opinions, attitudes, behaviors and motivations. Mertens and Hesse-Biber 

(2012) also mentioned that the use of triangulation (see Figure 3-1) in qualitative research 

helps researchers to discuss the focuses of the research in-depth, for the example, it helps 

to explore the purpose and methods of visual arts teachers in showcasing digital arts in 

school public spaces. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-1 Triangulation in Qualitative Research 

Semi-structured interview 
~ With Hong Kong’s primary school’s Visual Arts 

teachers 

Observation 
~ Primary school 

environment 

Explore the Purpose of a 
School Showcasing Student 
Digital Arts in the School 

Public Space Document analysis  
~ Students’ digital artworks for 

showcasing and assessments by teachers 
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3.1.1 Interview 

According to Schatz (2012), the semi-structured interview is for an in-depth 

investigation of a particular topic with detailed information. Since the researcher wants to 

know the reasons and objectives of showcasing digital arts in a school visual environment, 

two visual arts teachers with excellent performance in presenting the showcasing are 

invited for this interview. It encourages teachers to explain the implementation of 

showcasing in detail, such as how teachers cooperate with other colleagues. Through in-

depth interviews with teachers separately, the researcher can receive a profound 

understanding of the interviewees’ answers. Based on the research questions, interview 

questions are set for the principal and visual arts teachers.  

 

1. How many years have you taught Visual Art subject? (Research Question 1 & 2)  

2. How many years have you taught Visual Art subject in this school? (Research 

Question 1 & 2) 

3. How would you use to describe the school learning environment (visual elements)? 

Why? (Research Question 1)  

4. What are the purposes of showing students’ digital artworks in the school 

environment? (Research Question 1) 

5. What factors motivate the use of digital art to showcase students’ artworks in the 

school environment? (Research Question 1) 
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6. What factors need to be considered when showcasing digital arts in school public 

spaces? (Research Question 2) 

7. What software and hardware resources does the school need? (Research Question 

2) 

8. How do students react to showcasing their digital art in school public spaces? 

(Research Question 1) 

9. Why do students have these reactions? Is it what you expected? (Research 

Question 1) 

10. Do you have any future plans in developing school learning environment by 

visual elements, such as digital? (Research Question 2) 

 

3.1.2 Observation  

By using observation in the semi-structured interviews, the researcher can observe 

teachers’ emotions and performance when they are talking about the showcasing at school. 

It helps the researcher to have a deeper understanding of their thoughts and perspectives 

for collecting thorough data in this study. Furthermore, for observing the school 

environment, the researcher can observe from the video which is provided by the 

interviewees.  
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3.1.3 Document 

For increasing reliability and validity in qualitative research, documents are essential 

since Yanow (2007) stated that documents corroborate observationally and interview data 

which requires before conducting interviews. The researcher collected a document of 

students’ artworks which includes digital arts and performances. It is important because it 

shows their quality and application of them in a school environment. Moreover, the 

collected video presented the school environment and the exploration of making digital 

color mapping by one of the visual art teachers. Through the video, the researcher can 

analyze the equipment and method during the process of making color mapping. Therefore, 

as a reference, collected documents will be used for interviews to ensure perfection. 

 

3.2 Research Subject 

The research is a case study that focuses on a primary school which showcased many 

large-scale students’ works and digital arts on display in the school environment. The 

researcher had an intensive study of the school for understanding their objectives and 

implementation of showcasing students’ digital arts. To have an in-depth understanding, 

the researcher had interviews with two visual arts teachers from the primary school. They 

are responsible for designing digital arts for students to learn and the showcase of students’ 

visual arts artworks in the school environment. (see Table 3-1).  
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Table 3-1 Research Subject Data (Teachers) 

Respondent Code Gender Years of Teaching (Visual Arts) Title 
Face-to-face 

Interview Date 

Teacher 1 T1 F 

> 4 years 

(Primary school which used 

digital arts for showcasing 

students’ visual arts artworks) 

Ø Visual arts 

Subject Teacher 

Ø General Studies 

Subject Teacher 

08 Feb 2022 

Teacher 2 T2 M 

> 30 years 

(Primary school which used 

digital arts for showcasing 

students’ visual arts artworks) 

Ø Visual arts 

Subject Panel 

Head 

Ø Activities Leader 

Ø In Charge of 

School Transport 

19 Feb 2022 

 

3.3 Research Schedule 

This study is well-planned by determining the proposal, discussion and applications 

in the first stage. Moreover, for research, the invitation of interviewees and analysis of data 

would be done after finalizing research questions. The study would conclude from the 

evidence by completing the research report (see Table 3-2 for details). 

 

Table 3-2 Research Schedule 

Date Implementation Matter 

13 May 2021 ➢ Submission of project proposal  

Jan to mid - Oct 2021 ➢ Meetings with supervisor for discussion 

 15 Nov 2021 ➢ Submit the full research proposal and the ethical review application 

Nov to Dec 2021 ➢ Design research questions 

Feb 2022 ➢ Interview with the interviewees 

Feb to mid - March 2022 ➢ Data analysis 

14 Mar 2022 ➢ Honours project online presentation 

18 Mar - 18 April 2022 ➢ Refine project report 

18 April 2022 ➢ Honours project report submission 
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3.4 Research Limitation 

Due to the time constraints and pandemic, the format of the interview with teachers 

changed to be online interviews by Zoom. For the school observation, teachers mentioned 

that digital artworks are showcased for one to two days only. There is no opportunity to 

observe the real situation of showcasing this time, though the researcher could visit the 

school. Online observation is used. Also, because of the confidential information of 

primary school, the photos and information are not represented comprehensively. 

Therefore, the results of this research can only be a reference. 
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Chapter 4 Findings and Analysis 

 

The study focuses on a primary school that has an outstanding performance in showcasing 

large-scale digital artworks and students’ digital arts. It aims at exploring the purpose of 

the visual arts teachers to showcase students’ digital artworks in the school environment, 

moreover, how do visual arts teachers design, implement and showcase students’ digital 

arts. There are two sections. The detailed analysis of interviews and the documents 

provided by visual arts teachers are classified according to the two research questions. 

 

4.1 Purposes in Showcasing Students’ Digital Artworks at School 

According to the benefits of a good learning environment in the literature review, 

several purposes were mentioned by different scholars. By showcasing students’ digital 

artworks in the school public space, schools and teachers strive for building cognitive 

engagement, learning autonomy and a positive atmosphere. In the in-depth interviews, the 

interviewees also put focus on building an effective school learning environment. The 

interviews result share a couple of similarity with the literature revie, the objectives are 

shown below (see Table 4-1). 
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Table 4-1 Purposes in Showcasing Students’ Digital Artworks in the School Environment 

  T1 T2 

Literature Review of Learning Environment Cognitive engagement Nil Nil 

Improve learning outcomes ü Nil 

Learning autonomy ü Nil 

Active participation ü ü 

Increase motivation ü ü 

Positive atmosphere ü ü 

Interviews of T1 and T2 Government’s Policy in Education Nil ü 

 

From the table, both interviewees pointed out the main purposes are to create a 

positive atmosphere, enhance students’ interests in learning visual arts and motivate 

students to actively participate in the artmaking and showcasing. Notably, only one of the 

interviewees considered the Government’s policy in education, especially the development 

of visual arts education. 

 

4.1.1 Creative Effective Visual Learning Environment 

From the literature review and interviews, a positive atmosphere is highlighted as the 

principal purpose for showcasing students’ digital arts in the school environment. Through 

the intensive interviews, T1 and T2 described their school learning environment and talked 

about the display of students’ artworks in detail. Furthermore, they were excited and 

confident about their achievements.  
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“We like to share students’ artworks, for example, the two sides of walls in corridors 

are fully posted.” (Interview, Teacher 1, A3) 

 

“We always showcase all the classes’ artworks, that’s why we need to use the door 

and corridors for showcasing. The surfaces of doors and walls of corridors, 

moreover bulletin boards.” (Interview, Teacher 2, A4) 

 

T1 also shared a video that recorded their school environment, especially the 

showcasing of students’ artworks. From the video observation, the school clearly 

showcased numerous students’ artworks in school public space, including the school’s 

entrance, playground, corridors and stairs. It feasted our eyes on the artworks. A fruitful 

learning environment is created by comprehensive visual arts elements.  

 

However, T1 and T2 did not only describe the showcasing of large-scale artworks 

and digital arts. They mentioned the showcasing included all the art forms and all the 

students’ artworks. Digital arts was one of the art forms. Their main purpose of showcasing 

all students’ outcomes was to encourage them. Instead of focusing on the quality of 

artworks, T1 and T2 deeply appreciated the efforts of the students.  
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“Mostly for the showcasing, whatever we showcase digital artworks or other 

artworks, we may not choose the best one. Trying to showcase most of them, even the 

good or bad artworks are also showcased. It is what our school likes to do.” 

(Interview, Teacher 2, A4) 

 

From the interviews, the researcher found that the most important objective of 

showcasing is encouragement through art appreciation and criticism. Since teachers 

provided opportunities for students to display their unique artworks at school, an influential 

and effective learning environment is developed. In addition, students were inspired by the 

visual learning environment, how can the showcasing benefit their learning of visual art? 

Also, why do the teachers adopt an innovative method to showcase students’ digital 

artworks and large-scale works in school public space? 

 

4.1.2 Develop Students’ Art Learning 

According to the content of the interviews, T1 and T2 always mentioned the 

showcasing of digital artworks is mainly for broadening students’ horizons and cultivating 

their interests in visual arts. In T1’s interview, T1 spent more than eight minutes explaining 

the reasons for showcasing at school, especially broadening students’ horizons. Moreover, 

T2 stated that it is important to use a novel and different way of showcasing students’ 

artworks rather than the traditional display method. Broadening students’ horizons of arts 
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was indicated many times in their interviews, in their interviews, and this suggested a great 

significance of showcasing of digital arts in the school learning environment. 

 

“I want to show children a more different and novel way of displaying. It is something 

that he seldom sees, is some relatively novel way to broaden their horizons.” 

(Interview, Teacher 1, A4) 

 

“Such a large showcase is for giving students a new perspective. It aims to stimulate 

their interests in arts.” (Interview, Teacher 2, A4) 

 

“They broaden their horizons which can learn about the new display method of 

Digital Arts and then view in a different way.” (Interview, Teacher 2, A4) 

 

T1 and T2 always had the same thoughts on teaching and showcasing. In their 

interviews, they pointed out students from their school are mainly South Asian, and some 

are from low-income families. Teachers are motivated by deeply understanding their 

students’ needs so they designed the most suitable way for them to learn arts. Thus, it is 

perceived that they could identify students' difficulties and needs in learning. With the 

similar thoughts on the students’ art experience, T1 and T2 pointed out their students lack 

exploration of arts, such as visiting art museums or exhibitions. By constant observation, 
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T1 thought the students seldom or never visit art museums. Also, T2 mentioned that it is 

because students could not afford to buy tickets for exhibitions or their parents would not 

take them to visit. When the interviewees talked about those concerns and worries, the 

researcher found that they used a sympathetic tone of voice. Since their students are facing 

difficulties in learning arts, T1 and T2 are dedicated to novel showcasing at school. 

 

 “For my students, I think they lack experience. If you ask are they always visit 

museums, I think is not. If they really visit museums, are the things like what we do? 

I also think is not.” (Interview, Teacher 1, A8) 

 

“For example, it needs around $300 for visiting an exhibition, how can our students 

afford? It is fewer opportunity to visit new multimedia exhibitions by their parents. I 

think they will not go.” (Interview, Teacher 2, A4) 

 

As a beginner visual arts teacher, T1 targeted students to learn more between classes 

through art appreciation of the showcasing digital arts. T1 was absolutely delighted and 

imitated the students’ reactions three times when they saw another classes’ performance. 

In contrast, by having extensive teaching experience, T2 paid attention to building up 

students’ art experience through art appreciation, but also motivate students to create 

innovative artworks.  
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“In fact, when they are appreciating, they will think of that time of the study, "So the 

other class is doing like this! I can learn from it.” (Interview, Teacher 1, A5) 

 

“We are developing information technology. It is what we are doing in those five to 

six years. Helping students to create through technology, the first thing is to help 

them to create.” (Interview, Teacher 2, A4) 

 

Through T1 and T2’s thoughts, students from their school do not have enough 

experience and opportunity for art appreciation. Therefore, to broaden their horizons and 

cultivate their creativity in artmaking, T1 and T2 designed a convenient learning method 

at school. With the support from the school, are the students pleased about showcasing 

their digital arts in the school learning environment?  

 

4.1.3 Responsive Students and Teachers 

Since the researcher asked for the students’ responses on the showcasing digital arts, 

T1 and T2 visibly showed happiness in answering this question. Talking about the response 

in the interviews, they always used the adverb “very”, “super” and “extremely” to describe 

the students’ and teachers’ contentment and excitement. T1’s smile broadened when she 

started to describe the students’ reactions, and T2 talked gleefully with laughter. The word 
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“happy” was mentioned eight times in their individual interviews which represented a great 

enjoyment of doing the showcasing. Besides, from the pictures which were provided by 

T1, the researcher observed the students were excited, and grinning broadly.  

 

“Very happy! Like very much! Extremely excited! (Joy) Because... (Thinking) What 

to say? Because these display formats are really new, even the teacher is very excited. 

The adults and children are very excited.” (Interview, Teacher 1, A8) 

 

“Very happy, very happy! They took a lot of pictures in front of the large screen.” 

(Interview, Teacher 2, A9) 

 

In addition to students, T1 and T2 also mentioned that teachers were responsive to 

interacting with showcasing students’ digital art in school public space. A delighted 

expression was completely shown by T1’s explanation. 

 

“Teachers also like it. The children see the teacher and they like it. They also like it, 

and everyone likes it. The atmosphere is very good.” (Interview, Teacher 1, A8) 

 

Especially from T2’s interview, he described a teacher’s response in detail. 

“Monster’s House” was a digital showcasing that includes diverse students’ artworks. The 
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digital showcasing had large-scale with a height of around two-story. T2 observed a teacher 

dancing with the showcasing (see Figure 4-1).  

 

“Because she saw the showcase is very beautiful and she felt very happy after seeing 

it! The teacher walked to the showcase and danced, not just students.” (Interview, 

Teacher 1, A9) 

 

 

Figure 4-1 Teacher Danced with the Showcasing 

 

Teachers’ responsive and positive reactions encouraged visual arts teachers to 

showcase. T1 and T2 felt grateful because they received cheering from colleagues and 

students. The teachers were greatly motivated by colleagues and students. Therefore, what 

encouraged their school to develop in showcasing students’ digital arts at school? 
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4.1.4 In Accordance with the Government Regulations 

Through the explanation of T2, the researcher found out he closely followed the 

regulations implemented by the Government. From T2’s self-introduction in the interview, 

T2 has extensive teaching experience in different subjects. He has been teaching visual arts 

for more than thirty years. Furthermore, T2 mentioned eleven times of information 

technology and STEAM education in the interview. As a visual arts subject panel and 

activities leader, T2 needed to cooperate with colleagues for pursuing comprehensive and 

effective school development, especially in promoting visual arts. Once T2 started talking 

about the development of school or curriculum, he became serious.  

 

“Around this few years, information technology and STEAM is started to be 

discussed. And we start to think of what we can do in STEAM.” (Interview, Teacher 

2, A3) 

 

“Five, six years before, when the Chief Executive Leung Chun-ying first said that he 

would allocate funds to primary schools in STEAM. You can see that there are a lot 

of policies that have changed Visual Arts. Also, there are some grants for promoting 

STEAM in recent years.” (Interview, Teacher 2, A3) 
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T2 often talked about the Government policy but T1 never mentioned it. The 

researcher found that T1 focused on ways to teach students and students’ learning outcomes. 

T1 is a visual art teacher that considers the process. In contrast, T2 considered 

comprehensively enhancing school development, for example, devising the development 

plans and activities of the school. The well-planned development is essential for the 

school’s development and students’ learning. As a result, in this case study, the researcher 

recognized teachers with more teaching experience are more aware of social changes and 

educational development.  

 

“Worrying about the students do not know how to use information technology. There 

are several new pedagogies for learning. The curriculum has just been reformed, so 

a lot of new policies and adjustments have been carried out, so we look for new 

creations.” (Interview, Teacher 2, A3) 

 

To create an effective learning environment and strengthen students’ art learning, the 

school with T1 and T2 made an effort to showcase with the encouragement from colleagues 

and a broad perspective in education. Since there are many purposes to fulfill in showcasing 

students’ digital artworks in the school learning environment, how did the school achieve 

success in it? 
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4.2 Factors in Successful Implement of Showcasing Digital Arts 

By analyzing T1 and T2’s interviews, the researcher concluded four factors that 

achieved the successful implementation of showcasing students’ digital artworks in school 

public space. There was a close and progressive relationship between the four factors. A 

close relationship among the school, colleagues and students, it was the key to success. 

Effective and efficient showcasing was formed by step-by-step arrangements and 

executions (see Figure 4-2). 

 

 

 Figure 4-2 Factors in Showcasing Students’ Digital Artworks in the School Environment 

 

4.2.1 School’s Positive Attitude and Supports 

In this case study, the principal of the school was a visual arts teacher. Moreover, 

visual arts was highlighted for enabling a better development of the school. Through the 

interview, T1 and T2 described thoroughly how the school provides support and flexibility 
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for them to effectuate the showcase of students’ digital arts and performance in the school 

public space. Especially, in T1’s interview, when she talked about the school’s attitude, 

she mentioned “support” several times with a determined look.  

 

“Because the original setting of the school background is very supportive. Our 

principal is very supportive (happy), so you can do anything......No one will obstruct 

it, no one will oppose it, and people will only support it. The Visual Arts teachers in 

each class are very supportive.” (Interview, Teacher 1, A6) 

 

Since everyone at school supports visual arts teachers to implement the showcasing, 

T1 was grateful for observing her facial expression and tone of voice. The researcher found 

out the school performed an important role in implementing the showcasing of students’ 

digital arts in the school learning environment. The school supportively provided freedom 

for teachers to explore. A strong positive attitude from the school was completely shown 

in the interview. In addition, T1 and T2 pointed out that their school also provides adequate 

support on equipment. To improve the quality and effectiveness of showcasing students’ 

digital artworks at school, T2 could frequently buy new equipment for upgradement, such 

as projectors with different functions and televisions.  
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“Recently, we bought a TV which is around 80-inch. The TV can be moving around 

for showcasing and displaying.” (Interview, Teacher 2, A6) 

 

“Last time I bought three projectors and used them to make the large showcasing. 

Then, I bought two more because the three projectors only can project by a long 

distance. Now I have bought two more powerful ones.” (Interview, Teacher 2, A6) 

 

By having the flexibility of exploration, teachers can facilitate efficient display which 

brings many benefits to students’ learning, moreover, the school’s status. The school 

demonstrated unwavering and continued support for visual arts teachers to develop the 

showcasing in different aspects. It is an unequivocal affirmation of the school’s positive 

attitude. Also, it is undoubtedly that the showcasing is reinforced by the school. With the 

positive support from the school, visual arts teachers designed e-learning and used digital 

technology to implement the showcase.  

 

4.2.2 Teachers’ Strong Team Spirit and Good Cooperation 

Referring to the content of the interviews, the researcher realized that T1 and T2 were 

highly cooperative since they were partners in teaching digital arts, planning and 

organizing the showcase of students’ digital artworks in the school environment. T1 

mentioned T2 fourteen times in her individual interview. Also, T1 introduced the work 
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division and their cooperation. T1 mainly teaches students to make digital artworks in 

visual arts lessons and organize regular showcasing. For example, using iPads to draw 

pictures and make short animations. T2 is responsible for designing and making the 

showcasing, such as exploring color mapping and construction of the display, mainly large-

scale displays. 

 

“So, the collaboration between me and the teacher (T2) is to combine my strengths 

with his strengths.” (Interview, Teacher 1, A5) 

 

“In fact, there are some collaborations between us and our colleagues, which ignited 

the new spark. For example, the teacher (T2) who I collaborate with the most……I 

cooperated with him frequently. During the cooperation, he is a very creative teacher, 

he will think of many different display forms.” (Interview, Teacher 1, A5) 

 

The assistance is provided by not only all visual arts teachers but also colleagues at 

school. They provided support in the implementation and setting.  

 

“T1, principal and I are there, and some teachers, there are many people to help us. 

Everyone helps if they like.” (Interview, Teacher 2, A7) 
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Since T2 is the leader of school activities, he has a close relationship with the teachers 

in music and physical education subject. They would strike up close collaboration with 

colleagues to organize major school programmes, such as showcases and performances. 

Digital arts are for showcasing but it can also combine with different art forms for 

outstanding and diverse performances. By the observation of the photos provided by T1, 

digital arts was integrated into dancing and drama (see Figure 4-3). In these regards could 

show a hi-tech and professional performance with affordable manpower and resources. 

 

    

Figure 4-3(a) (b) Students Danced with Projection Arts 

 

They worked in close partnership with colleagues that showed a strong team spirit in 

organizing the showcase of students’ digital works and multimedia performance at school. 

With the huge manpower, the equipment is also significant for facilitating the success of 

showcasing students’ digital artworks. 
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4.2.3 Simple Equipment but Prime Outcomes 

During the interviews, T1 and T2 comprehensively introduced previous digital 

artworks and large-scale showcasing by showing many photos and videos. Through the 

observation, most of the showcase is projection art and color mapping by the software, 

Lightform. From the pictures, there is limited and simple equipment such as computers, 

iPads and projectors (see Figure 4-4). Students learnt how to draw with digital equipment 

and understand the steps of creating animations. Although they use simple devices, they 

made a professional digital showcasing. The researcher found out students act an essential 

role in the creations. Students performed diligently while they were doing digital artmaking 

and showcasing.  

 

      

Figure 4-4 (a) (b) Student Uses Different Equipment to Make Color Mapping 

 

Both T1 and T2 shared the making of in the interview. In T1’s interview, she 

introduced the process of color mapping. Visual arts teachers taught students to create 

digital images, then T1 and T2 would use different software to help students make the 
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animations. As a result, by using computers, projectors and foam boards, the animations 

became a color mapping showcase in the school public space (see Figure 4-5).  

 

     

Figure 4-5 (a) (b) The Showcasing of Student Digital Arts  

 

“The artwork of Picasso’s Portrait, you could see that it has actually used three 

projectors behind the scenes. You need to have these devices, am I right?” (Interview, 

Teacher 1, A6) 

 

Moreover, there was a team which is composed of students with professional skills 

in making animations and showcases. 

 

“There is also a team of smarter students, so they learned how to do animations, 

such as the simplest action of flapping the wings. It is very easy to pull up and down, 

and repeat the actions on the software, then it can be output.” (Interview, Teacher 1, 

A8) 
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Although the school does not have professional and expensive equipment, T2 worked 

hard on creating the construction. The large-scale showcase of Halloween is the largest 

project. Using foam boards and wood, T2 built up a long screen for projecting students’ 

drawings (see Figure 4-6). It is observed from the video that the students were excited and 

delighted with the showcasing, furthermore, they would react to the animations (see Figure 

4-7). 

 

“The largest one must be this one. This screen is about several feet. I don't remember 

how big it is…… You can see this video is quite long. Imagining if you were there in 

the hall, you would be very happy to see it in the darkness.” (Interview, Teacher 2, 

A7) 

     

Figure 4-6 Students with the Projection Art - Halloween’s Monsters  

 

Figure 4-7 Students React to Projection Art 
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In contrast, T2 has more experience in exploration and implementation than T1. T2 

mentioned that he thought making the showcase of students’ digital artworks is easy. An 

important point to know from the interview, T2 worked on the exploration of techniques 

and the setting with simple materials. On the other hand, T1 mainly used different software 

for teaching. The researcher found out that although T1 thought it is hard to do, enjoyment 

always appeared.  

 

“It’s really hard to do it but they love it very much.” (Interview, Teacher 1, A8) 

 

“Not too hard? It's OK, acceptable. I'm used to it, it's like this every year. I do this 

every year, and I don't think there is anything.” (Interview, Teacher 2, A6) 

 

Observing the pictures which showed a large-scale showcase screen in the 

playground in detail, the researcher understood how T2 used foam boards, but the outcome 

is prime and fantastic (see Figure 4-8). 

 

 

Figure 4-8 Simple Setting but Excellent Outcome 
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Since T2 is the leader of school activities, only he introduced digital arts with 

performance. The photos showed the materials of projection art clearly. Making good use 

of foam boards and walls (see Figure 4-9), students could dance with their digital arts. In 

general, the visual arts teachers at the school used simple equipment to create surprising 

showcases and multimedia performances with students’ digital artworks. Therefore, how 

can the teachers showcase student digital arts in school public space? 

 

    

Figure 4-9 (a) (b) Students Danced with Their Drawn Animations by Projection Arts 

 

4.2.4 Make Good Use of School Environment 

T1 and T2’s school is one of the oldest schools which was built in 60s. They pointed 

out that they would make good use of school public space to showcase in only one to two 

days. Since the school does not have enough space, T1 and T2 still made a great effort to 

provide opportunities for students to learn arts. Also, T2 mentioned the word “space” and 
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“time” many times to point out their importance. It could be shown that they are persevere 

and determined to motivate students in learning arts. 

 

“School building is the smallest, very small, super small. It hinders our development, 

it really hinders our development seriously, there is not even a hall.” (Interview, 

Teacher 2, A6) 

 

“We are for a short period, maybe put it away after the show is finished, put away 

after viewing it. One day or half a day. Sometimes two days, most of them are one 

day, because you obstruct the place, and we lack space.” (Interview, Teacher 2, A6) 

 

T2 also explained how they would do during the days of showcasing. Visual arts 

teachers would invite students to appreciate but because of the limited space and time, 

classes would be led by teachers to visit the showcase. Moreover, he pointed out they 

needed to arrange seriously and planned carefully for the showcasing.  

 

“It needs to take students to see, not free activities! Not free activities! It is because 

the time is very tight, and everything needs to be arranged to see. We only have one 

day, and there are so many people in the school. We must make arrangements very 

carefully, and there are time periods.” (Interview, Teacher 2, A6) 
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Despite many difficulties of space and time, T1 and T2 stated that it is worth it 

without hesitation. The researcher found that they are contributing to the advancement of 

showcasing student digital arts at school. 

 

4.3 Conclusion 

In summary, the results of analyzing the interviews, observations and documents are 

shown below (see Figure 4-10). It clearly emphasized how important the showcase of 

students’ digital arts is, as well as the purpose and factors are provided for teachers as a 

reference.  

 

Figure 4-10 Purposes, Factors and Ways to Showcase Students’ Digital Artworks 

at school 

 

According to figure 4-10, the researcher realized the main beneficiary is students, 

since three out of four purposes were related to students. By enriching the student learning 
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experience and creating an effective visual learning environment, the showcase of student 

digital arts is important for enhancing students’ arts learning at school. Teachers monitored 

educational developments closely, moreover, gain support from colleagues to have a 

successful showcasing. To ensure the effectiveness of showcasing, T1 and T2 played a key 

role in exploration and organization. Furthermore, the positive support from the school and 

colleagues have made much of their implementation possible. In essence, the school 

achieved success by the examination of purposes and factors in showcasing student digital 

arts in school public space. 
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Chapter 5 Suggestions and Conclusion 

 

For a comprehensive understanding of the effective showcase of students’ digital arts at 

school, some suggestions were provided by referring to the literature review and findings 

of the research. 

 

5.1 Deep Understanding of Schools and Students’ Characteristics 

Concluded from the literature reviews, digital arts needed digital technology or new 

media to create. Some of the digital arts are created with professional equipment which has 

amazing outcomes. However, from the school of this case study, T1 and T2 mentioned 

many difficulties and challenges in showcasing students’ digital arts at school during the 

interviews. Due to the limited space and time, the showcase could not exhibit for a long 

period. They could only showcase for one to two days. Also, the equipment is simple and 

common which is not in a very professional condition. The students are mainly South Asian, 

and some are also from low-income families that lack external learning experience. 

Therefore, reflecting on the case, is the lack of those resources an issue? It is definitely not. 

In spite of the inadequacy and challenges, they made the showcasing a big success.  

 

From the interview, T1 and T2 have well-rounded knowledge about the 

characteristics and situations of the school and students, especially the learning needs. For 

example, teachers realized their students do not have opportunities to visit art museums or 
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digital arts exhibitions, so they design showcasing of digital arts at school for them. 

Regarding the school, those issues do not affect the implementation a lot because teachers 

are the most important in this situation. ì¢¾(2001) interviewed T2 in 2001 and he was 

teaching in the same school. T2 stated that for the public to understand the importance of 

visual arts, teachers needed to change. Everything depends on teachers. By cooperating 

with teaching and learning in a different generation, teachers should improve and upgrade. 

Moreover, .v'(2004) mentioned under socialization, teachers should critically think 

about the interaction between themselves and the school system. Based on the research, 

they highlighted the responsibility of teachers.  

 

The teachers used limited resources to make a remarkable achievement in 

showcasing for the students to learn. As a result, for the schools with sufficient support and 

resources, it is believed t it is believed that they can easily succeed in showcasing students’ 

digital arts at school. It is a valuable reference for teachers to explore. For cultivating 

students’ positive learning attitude, new methods of showcasing could be conceived by 

hardworking teachers. 

 

5.2 Importance of Teacher Professionalism 

The school performed well in showcasing student digital arts. Through the interviews 

with T1 and T2, they showed their teaching professionalism. Dv·(2007) pointed out 
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teachers should put a lot of effort into the depth and breadth of knowledge for pursuing 

professionalism. As a beginner teacher, T1 was good at using different software such as 

FlipaClip, Adobe Animate and Adobe After Effects for teaching students to make digital 

artworks and showcase them. Observing the video, T2 explored different forms and styles 

for students’ artworks and the method of showcasing in his leisure time, for example 

exploring color mapping by Lightform (see Figure 5-1). T1 also mentioned T2 always buys 

different materials and equipment for testing and exploring. 

 

    

Figure 5-1 (a) (b) Visual Arts Teachers Tested Color Mapping 

 

The researcher found out T2 greatly expressed teacher professionalism by sharing 

his teaching experience and attitude. According to the interview, T2 mentioned he would 

watch many arts programmes to broaden his horizons which inspired him to design the 

students’ visual assignments and the way to showcase them. Moreover, he would visit 

different art exhibitions. .v'(2004) stated that the professionalism of teachers is about 

self-reflection and self-upgrading. Both interviewees review their outcomes and then make 

improvements. Continuous learning is important for achieving success. As mentioned in 
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-ä+(2002), being a teacher who teaches creativity should be a life-long learner with 

passion. 

 

 Furthermore, T2 follows social changes and development closely. Reacting to the 

ever-changing environment enhances the effectiveness of learning visual art. �sê 

(2001) stated that T2 thought creation cannot be separated from society and the living 

environment. The teachers should be responsive to the present world with continuous 

improvement. 

 

“We all need to learn a lot of new technologies to do some new creations. New things 

can stimulate your thinking, then innovative ideas and works will come out! It is not 

always doing the same thing.” (Interview, Teacher 2, A5) 

 

The passion for teaching is significant for a teacher. As a proactive, passionate, 

responsive life-long learner, teachers’ professionalism is extremely important for effective 

teaching and learning. There is no doubt that teachers make achievements in the showcase 

of student digital arts in school public spaces. 
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5.3 Conclusion 

To conclude, the main purpose of showcasing student digital arts in the school 

learning environment is to enhance students’ arts learning and motivate them to learn 

actively. Schools and teachers act a vital role in the effective implementation of showcasing. 

By comparing with the traditional showcase, it is more attractive for students, such that it 

maximizes the effectiveness of learning. This case study showed a successful showcasing 

of students’ digital arts at school by their purposes and factors. It is crucial for pre-service 

and in-service teachers to understand the importance of showcasing and recognize the 

implementation of showcasing digital arts in a school public space for improving students’ 

visual art learning. The showcasing of students’ digital artworks could be further promoted. 
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Appendix 1: Interview Script Teacher 1 in Chinese 
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ù"ȍ�/ȭǘëPßŁĦÞ�Ħ°Ğg8ɍ2¤ȍɆ�Ƃ screenɍ/

ƉƂǘgǱ�5ȍɆ�ƂȣǑÄɍdğßŁǱPyɏɋƝƋǦɌɍȘɆ

ù"÷�Ǧ��Š��Ɉ¸ğȍŁ��/ǘëP��ĘÑgßŁ8ɍ

2¤ƸÁɋT2ɌëPŷ foamboardɍ2¤/Ā��¿øƺßɆŁ�£ɍ

dğ/ǘ!Pȍ#�Ěơ�i�8P�Tû÷ćPƂ2¤ȍ�DFƘ

Ȣɍ2¤ȍ�ŦƢ�ŦȽȍ�ɍ/ÛƇŨƈPG±¾Ʈ,�Ø�ƂƘ

Ȣɍ¾Ʈğ÷6 HallØ�Ƃș%�ȘɆ/iǘëßŁq"ƍĠȢČ

ȋ�ČǶɍȍ5ȫţȚđ�C�Ƃɍ(ğ2¤£;ȍ� set up�BșĄ

ǷɍȘɆ/ȚȭǘĨu�ƂÆÝɍ/qǂiǘëPqǂĄƂĠ7ɍ/

ƂŦƢȜȝi
q" �ɍ(ğ/ƂȜȝ
�ƂĠ7ɍ/qǂ��=

�i¾ƮǘąQ�©ɍù"/TûćPƂCŁİǗȚğĨȤƽ¸ğȍ

ŁƂìà�� 

A6 

~ ĝƁ�  

T1 ȘɆ÷Ű��PTûƂƏ#zȃ#Ƃ~ȵ�£;÷ŷȍ582¦ɍȍ

5ɊColor mapping�projection mappingɍ£;ȍ�Ə#/¸ȭǘŷP

projectorsɍƻƏ#ȃ#/¸ȭǘŷP�5ƕÑz�5<�¸ğp

A7 
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LightformɍȘɆ2¤ȍ�/ȭǘǂ� scan©ɍ/ƈ�ƈɊdğ G±

q"8�ŵɆyɏ¸ğ ScanPȍ�ưĽzĻ�ɍţÙ�ưzȘ5Ļ8

Pǯ^�dğȍ5
ğğȪì scan	g¸q"ɍ�ȍÓ�Ũ/ƈP¶

ĩk�¨ƶßŁŷ Lightformȍ5 apps�ȍ5¸ğ÷ǦƂ¥��ȢƂȇ

Ĉɍȍ5G±ğŷ sketchbookɍ¨ƶ>ŷưßŁ]ȍ�ŮŲƂżȰɍȘ

ɆG±©¸ğŷ Lightformg projectPȘ�ưĽɍǻƋ©¸q"8Pȍ

�ĒĲ��/ƈP�ɏ 

~ ƈPɍƈPɊ  

T1 2¤ȍ�ȭǘƂƏ#�ȃ#ɍ2¤¶ĩkĮ1Ƃ iPadȚȭǘĨƂɍd

ğ¶ĩkƂș%�ǘĨɍƸÁƂș%�ǘĨ�ţÙǻƋ2¤£;ȍ

5ɍȍ5�Ø£ŭƂɊȃ#
oğȘ5 Lightformɍdğqǂ ⋯⋯2
¤/ëPŷ LightformɍȘɆG±/ Lightformğ� scan�ɍ2¤ȍ�

[żȚğ¶ĩkǄ½8ƂɍȘɆȍ5ȃ#ȧ�ȍ5 appsǄ½ƂĮȀ�

�ɍȖĨȘ5ǎǓ{ƂA°ƂȘ5ȃ#�ȭǘĨ�dğ/�8�#ǎ

Ǔ{ɍȘɆ/Ƃȃ#Į1Ƃ⋯⋯/ëxŰƂǎǓ{Į1Ț>ȭǘĨƂ�
�ƥ¸ğȍŁ�ɍ
ȑ÷6��ĕ8 digital arts¸ħŷ projectorsƂ� 

A7 

~ /TûćP projectorsɍȘɆTû�ŨȹƐ�Ď�Ƃ��¹ɍȚğ0ŷ

projectorƂ�ɏ 
 

T1 ğq"þ×PȍɆ�Ƃ screen� A7 

~ ȘɆ÷ë~�	TTȘ5ğŷ��·ș projectorsɏ  

T1 /�Ǧ|�5ɏ A7 

~ dğTû�ŨȹƐƂ��¹ɍ¤Ĳǘ8�5ȍŁƂ scaleɍȭǘ�·

șɏ 
 

T1 �șɍ�șG±¾Ʈq"�ɍ/ǱƂĠ7ȭǘƈ©Ƃ specɍ©ğĨ�

�q"ȓþɍ�Ù©q"ĀPȍɆ�ƂɍǻƋ/ƂŖĝiǘɄɍdğ

/ǘƈȍ� specɍ/
ǂȪ3Ǳ�5g campsiteƂ projectorɍȍŁħ


ǒƂ� 

A7 

~ £ƂɍȘɆù"ȃ#ƂǤ¸ħóƋ
uƂǧƕɍħŷ
uƂ softwareɏ  

T1 ğƂɍ�Į�ȚğȍŁ¦Ƃ� A7 

~ ǩ~ğ
ğùĨȍ�ºƐƂŀÑȚğ/6�ú�ǃǄ½8Ƃɏ  

T1 ğƂ�dğŵɆìàɏ A7 

~ dğ/ùćPƂ��Š�Ƃìà�  

T1 ğƂɊğƂɊŒĨüDrɍBș�ŠÕÑƂ�ŷĦ*ÍƂöĮg8K

ĦɄƂĒĲ� 
A7 

~ TûùǙ/ºƐ���ĕ)ǎǓƂ.{Țğ��þ×Ƃȸ�ɍħ
ħ

ȖĨG ȸ�ɏ 
 

T1 ⋯⋯ɋàƹɌso far÷6⋯⋯ǰ÷>ƈƈ�ɋĶüǳĖɌ A7 

~ ĕ)ǎǓğŷP technology©�»ęĕ)ǎǓ�  

T1 /ğ
ğ�¬ǘDFƂºƐɏȖğ/Ű�ğ�Ǧǧȵ�Ȱɏ A7 
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~ DFƂºƐɍdğ8ª artworksÙºƐK1�  

T1 ĨƂɍĨƂɍƬ/ƈ�	�dğŷP technology¸ğ�ɏ A7 

~ ğƂɍğƂ�  

T1 ɋºƐ�Ũz×ŨɌȘɆ£;2¤ȍ�5ɍğ�8ŵɆyɏȍğ�?

ĄżɍG±ğŘ²Ǳ�ȍ��?ƧɍǻƋ÷6ŷ acrylic⋯⋯ƸÁɋT2Ɍ

ŷ acrylic�ɇ�©ɍţÙ/¸£;Ș�Oı�ŁOǶɍĨŒĨŭȑȘ

�ƧÓO�ɇǊ�ȰɍţÙĨ�ÖǊƂ�ļɏ 

A7 

~ Ĩ}Ɋ  

T1 ğƂɍ÷6Ĩ��Š�ũɊɋƝƋǦɌƸÁɋT2ɌëƂɍ£f®}Ɋ

©Į1¸ğ�Ó�?ƧɍĔÓȚğ�?Ƨ1ƂɍȘɆ��ɇǊ acrylic

Ùɍ/���Ù¸q"Ø°ĞŷƜƣOǶ�ȘɆ¶ĩk¸ğOȍ�

Ʌɍø�� pattern�żɅƂÕūȘŁ¦ɍǻƋ 6¸q"ɋčđ×

ŨɌȍ5/ƈPɍOɊOɊOɊȘɆ 6Oª�Ùɍ÷6ħý©6đ

��5<�ɍ©¸q"ȍŁ¦�Ɋğ}Ɋȍ5ğƸÁɋT2Ɍ8Ƃɍȯ

Ãf®Ɋɋî�Ɍğ}ɍ©ôÚƔ[ɍ(ğG±©ƂǁÙğšŵɆq

"ȍŁ¦yɏG±/ȡŦÙɍ©G±oğ�5 foamboardɍǻƋIĨ�

5ǖƵɍȘɆȘ5ǖƵğ Ð��5ǽȂɍȘ�ŭHȁyɊG±¸ğ

�tƋȘ�Ʌ¸Ɣ[ɍ/ĝ
ĝƁ÷�ǦŵɆɏ 

A7 

~ ÷ĝƁ}Ɋ`LĨǹɊ  

T1 ɋčđ×ŨɌG± ¸;�ɅǏtƋɅɍG±ȍǕĨ�ȆŭHȁ�

ȇƂɍȍŁǶ�/�ġ�šȤ�Ŧɍ�šBɇ�ɍù"�ġğƈ
P

ƂɍȘɆ oǘNŷǑ?ǲƧU�U frame3q"�Ɋ¸ğȍŁ¦�ɍ

ȘɆ÷6¸ğ�Ƿ8�ȍ�5 project� 

A7 

~ ƈPȍ5ôÚƔ[ɍ÷TûȖƈP�ȰƂȘ5ğ
ğǄż;1Ƃɏ£

;ğŷ� neon lightɏ 
 

T1 ğƂɍȍ�Ɵ
Ɵğ/ǦǦƂ technologyɏȍ5ğ�ưżɍȘɆ ğ¨

ƶ�ŷư>1]WǄ½ƂŁ¦ɍ ĦƪG±
oğŷư1żżƂɍĦ

ƪğżªÙ ȭǘŷȍ� EL-wireJ?ưɍ÷
ƌȒ/ÇĠ� Uber�

�Ƃ�ĨŒĨƈȑM�Ƃƚɏøƺ/Ǆ½Ĩȁɍ/ĨŒĨƈȑM�Ƃ

ƚĨ�ĽȗɍØ fancyƂȘ�ɍ¸ğȍ�ư�Ɋ�ğŘ²q"üPƂ�

ȘɆǻƋ¸ğȐŷȍ�ư]K ¾ż£ƂÕūɍ�ɇǊı�Ȱ]ɍţ

Ù÷6¸ºƐ 6Ƃ.{ɍ¸ğȍŁɋºƐ�ŨɌɍ/ƈPĨɇǊıɍ

ţÙȐŷư]K1ɍǻƋ 6¸ă�ă�ăö�ǒɍ��ġƂĠ7ȡ

�Ŧ�Ƿƈɍ¸ħȍŁ¦ɊȯÃŝ�Ɋ 

A7 

 

30:36 

~ ƈP/ĨØ�¨ŶƂŤŨɍǩ~¨Ŷµę�¨ĹƂDFƘȢ�ºƐ 

6Ƃĕ)ǎǓ.{Ĩ-lõɏ 
Q8 

 

R1 
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T1 ǸƨȡÜɊ`L�ňɊǸƨǇ¢Ɋɋ�åɌ�š⋯⋯ɋàƹɌßŁǦ
yɏ�šȍ�ºƐÕÑȚƉƂğėƂɍ¸ƟğƸÁ�`LǇ¢�dğ

��z¶ĩk�`LǇ¢ɍ�šėƖȖĨȘ5�Ɉğ 6ƈPȍ
ğ

��Ø fancyƂİǗɍğ���úqÚƂįĖɍ(ğq"ǯöȍŁ¦ɍ

dğq"ǯöȍŁƂÕÑƬ 6ƈɍȘɆ 6ħ`LǇ¢�ȖĨµę

÷6Ƃ¶ĩk1Ǧɍ÷ǛÚ 6ÇěƂǙǬğŎȄÒ�ɈƂɍdğ/

Ǧ 6ğ
ğƮÃP museumɍ÷ǛÚ
ğ�dğ 6ƮÃg art 

museumɍiğ
ğȍ�yɏ÷ȚǛÚ
ğɍ�ș%Ƃ¶ĩk�ù"ȍ

�ŕ[ğƬP 6��ȸ'ƂƮŊ�ƮɁɍdğG± ğƈP�5

artwork��5DFƂƘȢǕɍĨlõɍĨ�[ɍi�.{SȰāŤɍ

G±Ĕ#�¸;Ĕ5 museumȘŁ¦ɍdğƛ�º{SȰ�÷ǛÚ 6

�ȍ5ȑƕ�ȰĨ�ȍ5ƮɁɍȚȡÜƂɊ8ȍ�ƉƂ`LȈǌɍ(

ğ 6ğȯÃ�ňƂɍdğ 6ƈPÙ���ƿ�ƂɍØǄţ�šğ

¶ĩkɍğƂɊù" 6ȯÃ�ňɊȖĨƸÁ�ħ�ňɍdğ¶ĩk

ƈPƸÁ��ňɍȘɆ 6�Ø�ňɍ�¯�Ø�ňɍdğȘ5Őŏ

ğȯÃ£Ƃ� 

A8 

~ ÷ë~/ĨŒĨǛÚ|�# artworkğĦřRƂøƺØ�ňƂɏ  

T1 ⋯⋯ɋàƹɌȘɆ�¬ğǍƼƠȘ5ɍ�šȘ5ƉƂğ�ǅEÈƨȚ
żɍBĹhǆ��z�ÈƨżcŴɍ÷IƬ/ƈ��ŅɋºƐ×ŨɌ�

�z�Èƨ¸żȍ�¶cŴɍ�z�Èƨ¸żħǶƂâŬɍdğħŷ

ǃǶƂɍ�zEÈƨ¸ż��ôÚāƷƂâŬ�ȘɆ/ƈPȘ�żG

±ŒĨŷ digital appsɍȍ�BșȚğúƲƂ�ȘɆ(ğšŵɆ 6ħô

ÚƔ[yɏšŵɆ 6�ǑÄ�ȰôÚƔ[yɏğ�š÷6ý 6Ƃ

.{ȋ��Ùɍ÷6ŷ[żȃ#Æ 6ÐƂɍdğÆ 6ÐPôÚƔ

[ɍȖĨ�ů¨ŶŎȄƾĝƂɍ3¨ƶ�ßŁ8Ș5[żɍdğāƷ

ȍ5Ħơ�Ƃ[.ɍG±ȚȯÃ°ĞƂȚğĀ�Ā	ɍrepeatȍ5¸q

" output��ğƂɍȘɆ 6⋯⋯ƻ�ğȍɆ�ɍƉƂȯÃ�ɊØ�Ɋ
ɋÔǨɌğŃǼ�Ø�Ƃɍƻ�ƈP 6Ƃ.{Į1oğ�żƧ�

Ȱɍ(ğŰ�ǯÚôÚǺzƔ[ɍ¸ȯÃȡÜɊ 6ğȯÃ enjoyƂɍ

Ǹƨ�ňzȯÃȡÜ� 

A8 

~ /ħŷŵɆȃ#18ȍ5 animationɏ  

T1 ÷zƸÁɋT2Ɍğ
uƂɍ�š÷6ȍǕȍɆ�ȝƂ.{�5�ğħ

Ō�ƂɍȫţC5�ȚŌ�ɋ�ƝƋɌ�dğȘ5ś9ğȯÃ�Ƃɍ(

ğ÷zƸÁɋT2Ɍ
uɍȘɆ÷Ǆ½ŷ AdobeŎȄťæƂɍù"÷ħ

ŷ Adobe Animatorɍ÷Ƃ8Ŕ¸ğȿ>Nŷ Animatorƈȍ�D�ǖ

Ƀɍrig�©z¬���ɈɍţÙŷ Animator>8Ɣ[i£ɍȼi£Ƃ

[ż�ţÙ÷I´ 6Ƃ fileȑP After EffectǕȰɍdğ
uƂ

parties�ǷvŃǶ��	Ɣ[ɍǘ output�ĽŨƂ� 

A8 
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36:10  

~ šŵɆ¨ŶħĨȍ�lõɏȍ�lõğçùīĪƂ�ɏ Q9 

 

R1 

T1 ĺĮğƂɍȖØȡÜɊȍ5ğ÷zn�)ƸÁɋT2ɌȚØĨöYî

Ƃɍdğȍ�ŅƂºƐȍ5 projectɍ÷6ğØȡÜƂɍ�š 6ō�

ů	1ƈɍȖĨ/ƈP 6ƈPǄ½ƂâŬ�Ǿ	Ǿ	ƂŁ¦ɍƉƂ

ØqíɊdğ 6Ø�ňǄ½Ƃ.{ɍøƺ ǛÚȍ5.{!P 6

ØȡÜûħĨȍ�lõ�G±8ƸÁ/š�¨Ŷgś9ȍ�İǗɍG

±ĦÀĪƈPƂ¸ğȍ�lõ�Ɋ 6ȡÜi�ňɍiħ�¯�Ƈg

ü.{ɍdğ/ƈPȍ�lõğ÷6īĪƈPƂ� 

A9 

~ ëI~�	ɍħ
ħĨ¨Ŷƈªȍ�º{ɍǻ+ħ8��ȶ�Ȥęǚ

ǛǎǓƓƂ��ǒšɏ 
 

T1 ⋯⋯ɋàƹɌ¤Ĳ��oğǦȍ5 project÷
ǀ¬ɍ(ğ�Çěē��

digital artsƂǧȵƂĠ7ğħƂ�dğ2¤ ¨��5 appsɍ ħ8�

�G ƂİǗ showƬ/ƈɍŢǪğȰµȰǔȑ1Ƭ÷ƈɍøƺ 6�

Ư�Ȱ post onlineɍ/ȚħƈP 6Ï&ƋǄ½Ƃ¨ƶ� 

A9 

 

38:03 

~ ĝƁɍȘɆçµĭ1¨Ĺ¨ƶų�ƂƀºĨŵɆǞW�ɏ2¤Ȑŷĕ

)� 
Q10 

 

R2 

T1 Ĩ�ŵɆƂǞW⋯⋯ɋàƹɌ�ų�Ƃƀºɏdğ/Ƃìàğȃ#�Ə
#Ƃț¡�ɏğ
ğȍ5ìàɏ 

A10 

~ ȃ#zƏ#ț¡�q"ćPɍǭ¤/6Ƃ settingiħ
ħĨ planningɏ  

T1 �š÷6ƌȒħĨȕƔgėĹǉƂŗäɍȘɆīĪ�ȍE��Èƀº

Ƃ�éɍ(ğȚƌȒȍ5ŎȄȓ�Ɉ�dğžgPėĹǉɍžţĹǉ

ħ��Ɉzė�Ɉɍ�ȚÀĪq"8P/TûùǦƂ�dğTû/~

÷šŵɆ÷68
Pɍ2¤ºƐÙĨ��ŕ[Ƭ 68ɍG±÷Į1

ȚŒĨëPƂɍ(ğ/ȍŁ~÷ɍ÷ië��	�Ș5e�¸ğȍ

Łɍ¸ğ ¶�Ɋ/iǘdĠǘȕ@ȕǶɍȍ�Bș�ĠȢ�Ț`L

ĨȦQ�÷ÀĪ¤ĲgPė¨ĹƂĠ7ɍdğĨ��ų�÷6q"Ĩ

��¬ī�ɈƂº_ɍdğĨ���Ęq" fix�Ɉ�
ȑȍ5ğ�Ù

�ÙûǦɍ�š÷6Ű�ȚǘzȍȢ¨Ĺ�ǷgF§ɍdğ�Ƿg

8�ȘɆ÷ëğG±¤Ĳ� project�mapping�projector mappingøƺ

projectionȍ�ȸ�Ƃ art piecesöYƂǤɍG±÷6q"Igƀº��

Ɉ�dğ÷6Ű�oğŷÚØ·ɍ/ƈP÷6Ƃ projectG±Țoğ�

5ÇȰɍdğ�5�ÅƂÇȰɍ(ğG± projectionq"ŭØ�İǗƂ

}Ɋ/q"ŭȟǚƂ projectioniq"ɍ/q"ŭ�5ƘȢƂ projection

A10 
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iq"ɍdğ/q" create¨Ŷ�5ƘȢ¸£;�5ƘȢȘŁ¦�ȘɆ

ù"£;2¤�Èd´⋯⋯ƸÁɋT2ɌiǱ��Éș projectorsɍĨ�

�ğƍȴƂɍdğgƙƎ��ȦQɍdğ2¤Ǧ⋯⋯/q"ơ��Ɉ1
Ǧ¸ğ���Ə#�ȰƂaƨ�dğ÷ŷ projector182¦ɍprojector

Ĩ�5~ȵ¸ğ/ǣëëđ��	³�gɍ(ğG±¶ĩk�SȰƈ

¸ħBșȔ+�ɍdğȘ�ɇ×ħȔ+�ɍdğ£;/ēĤ/ƂȴȔ

+�?ɍG±/ÙȰȘ�¶ĩkğƈ
P/Ƃ×¦ɍȘɆG±�ºƐ

�ȰğĨ~ȵƂ�/ĝ
ĝƁɏdğ� artwork�ȰƂºƐğĨ~ȵ

Ƃɍ/ŒĨűŸȘ���ȗƈ�ȗȔ+�Ș5żȰɍ2¤÷6ƈPȍ

5~ȵ�ÙɍƸÁɋT2Ɍɀ�¸ǨĔ�ɍ��È i¾ƮǱ���ƍ

ȴƂ projectorsɍƍȴdğ⋯⋯ɋàƹɌȘ5ǜËğq"!P/d0�S
ȰǶȑ�
ħȔPɍdğ/�SȰƔ[G±Ș5þ³ƂǜËğŪM�

ɈƂɍù"!P/ğ
ħȔPȘ5×�ȍ�¸ğƏ#Ƃaƨɍ/�š

ƀŰ�ȍ5~ȵɍţÙ/ǘaƨȍ#�ɍğwɊ÷�ëȧ�ȍ��

�ɍĦ�ĮȚğ�¨ŶƂ¨ƶ�Ȱɍdğ÷6
ğǘÐP¨ĹĔ5

exhibitionȘŁ¦ɍdğ÷6Ƃ«ĜğÀĪ 6Ȍȑ¨ƶɍţÙ(ğG

±ȍ5ğ�5ºƐƂĘÑɍ2¤TûćPƂ appsɍȘ� appsȚħȇ

ǯɍĨėƂİǗɍù"�¶ĩkǄ½Ƃ¨ƶ�iǘĨ
uɍ÷6Ƃǧ

ƕiǘĨģėɍȘŁûq"țs�ÙƂºƐ�¤Ĳ/ȭǘÂ�PDF

ƘȢgºƐƂǤɍ�š÷6ºƐƂğ 6Ƃ¨ƶöĲɍù"ǘĨ¨ƶ

öĲɍȿ> 6Ƃ¨ƶȚǘĨȏŉøƺĨģėɍøƺ 6ħĂƴg8

��
uƂV.�ȘɆù"÷6ƂºƐûħöYɍ�šŋĺƗÊ 6

ƂºƐȚğ 6Ƃ¨ƶöĲ1ƂɍȘɆù"�ē¨�Ȱ÷6�ǘć

aɍğƂɍ¸ğȍŁ¦�Ɋ 
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Appendix 2: Interview Script Teacher 2 in Chinese 
 

Interview Date: 2022.02.19 

Interview Time: 3:00 p.m. -4:15 p.m. 

Interview Method: Online by Zoom 

Interview No: T2 

 

0:29 

 

 

 

Q1 

 

R1, 2 

T2 ⋯⋯   

  A1 

T2   

 

1:08 

 Q2 

 

R1, 2 

T2 

⋯⋯
99

99  

A2 

 99   

T2  A2 

   

T2 

Art PGDE GS GS

Art art

Art

 

A2 

   

T2 

 

A2 

 

3:02 

 

 

Q3 
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R1 

T2 

Visual Arts

program

HKSEA HKSEA

 

A3 
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T2 

⋯⋯

STEAM STEAM

STEAM

T1 ⋯⋯ T1

STEAM

STEAM Visual 

Arts STEAM

out

⋯⋯ T1

 

A3 

 

 

 

T2 

website

website

website (

A3 
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)

HKSEA

HKSEA

website

⋯⋯

 

   

T2 

 

A3 

 STEAM   

T2 

Digital Arts

digital  

A3 

 digital technology   

T2 Digital A3 

 software  

T2 LED digital A3 

  

T2 digital digital

iPad software

display ⋯⋯ Halloween

display

share

A3 

  

 

16:31 

 ? Q7 

 

R2 

T2 digital

digital projection art

A7 
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software

  

T2 

software

send

Zoom

software

mon projector

⋯⋯
print

printer print projector project

projector project

projector project

projector project

animation

projector 

project

projector

projector project

A7 
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projector project

Projection

set up

Miss

Miss

projector

digital

software projector

  

T2 A7 

  

T2 

「

software

」

T1

program

program

program

A7 

 Programming  

T2 

program

project projection

A7 
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project

  

software project

project

  

T2 

powerful

「

A7 

 Projection

backdrop

 

T2 foamboard foamboard cut

� cut

foamboard

set up

set up

A7 

  

T2 

technician

projectors set up

T1
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